If students have already seen Hampstead Stage’s Production of Alice in Wonderland, you may start
with the following review questions:
- What do you remember about the story Alice in Wonderland (or The Nursery Alice)?
- What is Wonderland?
- What characters do you remember the most?

- Read the two chapters of The Nursery Alice aloud and share the illustrations provided when they are
mentioned in the text. Feel free to stop and give students time to answer the questions that are asked
in the story.

- Where do we go in the story? What are the locations?
We are in Wonderland, at the Mad Hatter’s Tea Party
- What makes the Tea Party so “Mad” (crazy/wacky)?
The table is outside under a giant tree, even though there were only three people, there were
nine tea cups set, there were no plates, everyone had to keep switching places at the table.

- Encourage the students to use their imaginations to make up these answers, using what they
remember from the story to help guide them.
- Once students have ﬁnished their illustration and character biography, give them the opportunity
to share with the class. If students like, they may choose to read their bios in the voice of their
character
Ask students to share their favorite parts from the story or about their characters. If students enjoyed
this activity, encourage them to do the same with other stories that they read or hear.

1. My full name is _________________________.
2. I am ______________ years old.
3. My favorite thing to do is ______________________.
4. My least favorite thing to do is _____________________.
5. My best friend is ____________________________.
6. My favorite food is _______________________________.
7. My least favorite food is _____________________________.
8. My favorite color is __________________________________.
9. A secret I have is _____________________________________.

The Nursery Alice

By Lewis Carroll
Adapted by Amanda Pawlik

Chapter 9 -The Cheshire Cat
Alice was very glad indeed, when she saw the Cheshire-Cat, perched up in a tree, over her head.
The Cat has a very nice smile, no doubt: but just look what a lot of teeth it’s got! Isn’t Alice just a little
shy of it?
Well, yes, a little. But then, it couldn’t help having teeth, you know: and it could have helped smiling,
supposing it had been cross. So, on the whole, she was glad.
Doesn’t Alice look very prim, holding her head so straight up, and with her hands behind her, just as if
she were going to say her lessons to the Cat!...
“Cheshire Puss!” said Alice. (Wasn’t that a pretty name for a Cat?) “Would you tell me which way I
ought to go from here?”
And so the Cheshire-Cat told her which way she ought to go, if she wanted to visit the Hatter, and
which way to go, to visit the March Hare. “They’re both mad!” said the Cat.
And then the Cat vanished away, just like the ﬂame of a candle when it goes out!
So Alice set oﬀ, to visit the March Hare. And as she went along, there was the Cat again! And she told
it she didn’t like it coming and going so quickly.
So this time the Cat vanished quite slowly, beginning with the tail, and ending with the grin. Wasn’t
that a curious thing, a Grin without any Cat? Would you like to see one?
If you turn up the corner of this leaf, you’ll have Alice looking at the Grin: and she doesn’t look a bit
more frightened than when she was looking at the Cat, does she?
Text taken from:
http://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/resources/chapters-script/the-nursery-alice/

The Nursery Alice

By Lewis Carroll
Adapted by Amanda Pawlik

Chapter 10 –The Mad Tea Party
THIS is the Mad Tea-Party. You see Alice had left the Cheshire-Cat, and had gone oﬀ to see the March Hare and
the Hatter, as the Cheshire-Cat had advised her: and she found them having tea under a great tree, with a
Dormouse sitting between them.
There were only those three at the table, but there were quantities of tea-cups set all along it. You can’t see all
the table, you know, and even in the bit you can see there are nine cups, counting the one the March Hare has
got in his hand.That’s the March Hare, with the long ears, and straws mixed up with his hair…
There was a nice green arm-chair at the end of the table, that looked as if it was just meant for Alice: so she went
and sat down in it.
Then she had quite a long talk with the March Hare and the Hatter. The Dormouse didn’t say much. You see it was
fast asleep generally, and it only just woke up for a moment, now and then.
As long as it was asleep, it was very useful to the March Hare and the Hatter, because it had a nice round soft
head, just like a pillow: so they could put their elbows on it, and lean across it, and talk to each other quite
comfortably. You wouldn’t like people to use your head for a pillow, would you? But if you were fast asleep, like
the Dormouse, you wouldn’t feel it: so I suppose you wouldn’t care about it.
I’m afraid they gave Alice very little to eat and drink. However, after a bit, she helped herself to some tea and
bread-and-butter: only I don’t quite see where she got the bread-and-butter: and she had no plate for it. Nobody
seems to have a plate except the Hatter. I believe the March Hare must have had one as well: because, when they
all moved one place on (that was the rule at this curious tea-party), and Alice had to go into the place of the
March Hare, she found he had just upset the milk-jug into his plate. So I suppose his plate and the milk-jug are
hidden behind that large tea-pot.
The Hatter used to carry about hats to sell: and even the one that he’s got on his head is meant to be
sold. You see it’s got its price marked on it-a “10” and a “6”-that means “ten shillings and sixpence.”
Wasn’t that a funny way of selling hats? And hasn’t he got a beautiful neck-tie on? Such a lovely yellow
tie, with large red spots.
He has just got up to say to Alice “Your hair wants cutting!” That was a rude thing to say, wasn‘t it? And do you
think her hair does want cutting? I think it’s a very pretty length-just the right length.

Text taken from:
http://www.alice-in-wonderland.net/resources/chapters-script/the-nursery-alice/

